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Abstract 

Since their discovery, carbon dots (CDs) have been a promising new material in a variety 

of fields including applications related to nanomedicine. Despite their potential in this area, there 

are many obstacles to overcome for CDs to be approved for use in humans. One major hindrance 

to CDs approval is related to their poorly defined structure. There is a fair amount of knowledge 

regarding surface ligands in CDs, but little is known with certainty about the core and the relation 

between core and surface. Herein is presented a structural study of CDs in order to rectify this 

shortcoming. The properties of three CDs prepared in our lab which have significant promise in 

terms of biomedical applications, black CDs (B-CDs), carbon nitride dots (CNDs), and yellow 



CDs (Y-CDs), were compared and contrasted in order to develop a coherent structural model for 

each system. The previously reported optical properties were closely examined to highlight the 

similarities between B-CDs and CNDs as compared to Y-CDs. The absorption coefficients at a 

range of wavelengths was measured for each system and information from this data was extracted 

to show the level of disorder in each system with Y-CDs being the most ordered and B-CDs the 

least. Furthermore, extensive structural characterization has been performed including FTIR, XPS, 

Raman and ESR spectroscopies, TGA, and XRD in order to derive structural information for each 

system. From these we found that B-CDs and CNDs are functionalized to a greater degree and are 

also more disordered and amorphous than Y-CDs. This wide array of techniques was used to 

develop a structural model consistent with our data and what is known for carbonic nanostructures. 

These models can be used in future work to analyze CDs’ emission properties and to better 

understand the structure-property relationship in CDs. 

 

1. Introduction 

Carbon dots (CDs) are a class of carbon-based nanoparticles discovered in the early 21st 

century.1-3 They have been researched in many different fields in the years since and appear to be 

promising materials for several different applications, including drug delivery, photocatalysis, 

bioimaging, and sensing.4-7 Despite the advances in the potential applications of CDs, their 

fundamental properties have remained points of uncertainty and debate.8-10 This lack of clarity has 

inhibited the ability of researchers to systematically improve the properties of CDs since the 

structural and electronic properties are poorly defined and the relationship between the two even 

less clear. Additionally, this confusion hinders the ability of CDs to be used in some applications, 

as it is unlikely that they will be approved for biomedical use in humans without a clearly defined 

structure.11 For these reasons it is imperative to seek insight on this topic. 

Currently there are many hypothesized structures for CDs which have been reviewed on a 

few occasions.9, 12, 13 The fact that there are varying interpretations of structural data is hardly 

surprising as there are countless precursor and reaction method combinations published in the 

current literature. One would expect divergent hypotheses, especially for different CDs made from 

top-down versus bottom-up approaches. Additionally, there is a distribution of sizes found among 

all CDs, indicating that there are differences, at the very least, in the size of the structures found in 

a single CDs preparation. These considerations must be considered when considering data relating 

to CDs’ structure.  

Many researchers have proposed a graphitic-like core, either amorphous or crystalline.14-17 

Others have suggested an amorphous core of pure sp3 carbon or a ratio of sp3:sp2 carbon.18, 19 The 

role of heteroatom doping has been explored in CDs, not just for surface structure, but also 

hypothesized in the core as well.20, 21 Some organic functional groups are also believed to be in the 

core, such as carbonyls or various types of nitrogen groups.22-24 For all of these examples, evidence 

is provided for the presence of the appropriate group or structural motif, but there is yet to be a 

strong structural model for CDs.25 Additionally, the physical and electronic connection is often not 

discussed beyond generalizations regarding electron transfer.26, 27 In this paper, we endeavor to 

remedy this shortcoming for three CDs’ preparations in our lab. 

Black CDs (B-CDs) are prepared through a top-down method involving acidic oxidation 

and were first reported in 2015.28 Since then B-CDs have shown to be a promising material for 

bone-specific drug delivery or across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) with an attached targeting 

ligand.23, 29 Carbon nitride dots (CNDs) are prepared from a bottom-up microwave mediated 

approach and have shown ability to selectively target glioblastoma cells and self-target the BBB 



for drug delivery.30, 31 Finally, yellow CDs (Y-CDs) are prepared through a bottom-up 

ultrasonication method which have been used in 3D-printing, demonstrated ability in inhibiting β-

amyloid fibril formation, and been able to permeate the entire body of zebrafish, including the 

central nervous system.32, 33 These three represent diverse precursors, methods, and resulting 

properties. To better understand these systems, and CDs in general, and also to enable their 

potential use in biomedical applications in the future, we embarked on this study to develop a 

structural model for each of them using the current techniques available.  

The challenges with analyzing data relating to CDs’ structure are multiple, but two will be 

mentioned briefly. First, as previously mentioned there is a size distribution relating to CDs 

indicating a potential distribution of structures. Even for tediously separated CDs systems there 

remains a range of sizes and optical properties.34, 35 This complicates structural data interpretation 

for these systems. Secondly, for many techniques, it is not immediately apparent if the recorded 

signals are coming from the core or surface of CDs. Infrared (FTIR), x-ray photoelectron (XPS), 

electron spin resonance (ESR), and Raman spectroscopies are all capable of penetrating deeper 

than 10 nm (the commonly defined maximum size for CDs), and so it must be inferred, if possible, 

where the signal is coming from. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) also possesses 

interpretational ambiguity when there are more than two peaks as they cannot be simply assigned 

to surface and core depending on the temperature of decomposition. Zeta potential can provide 

surface information, but it is related to surface charge and provides little detail. NMR can 

potentially give surface information exclusively, depending on the composition of the core.36 X-

ray techniques such as x-ray diffraction (XRD) should provide only core information, as it is 

looking at lattice spacings which would not be present on the surface of the particle. Intraparticle 

interactions may be a small contribution in this technique, but the signal would assuredly be minor 

compared to core lattices.  

In this work, the optical properties of the previously reported CDs have been compared and 

deeply analyzed. The analysis of CDs’ absorption coefficients relation to excitation energy has 

been reported for the first time to the best of our knowledge. Furthermore, the abovementioned 

structural characterization techniques were performed on our CDs’ systems to examine their 

structural properties. Finally, this data was combined to develop coherent models for the structure 

of each CD.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

Materials 

Carbon nanopowder (<100 nm) and 1,2-phenylenediamine flakes (99.5%) were procured from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Anhydrous citric acid (BDH) was obtained from VWR (West 

Chester, PA). Urea was acquired from Eastman Kodak Company (Rochester, NY). Sulfuric acid 

(98%) and nitric acid (68−70%) with ACS grade were purchased from ARISTAR (distributed by 

VWR, Radnor, PA). Compressed argon with ultrahigh purity was secured from Airgas (Miami, 

FL). Chloroform was obtained from MP Biomedicals (Irvine, CA) Dialysis tubing with molecular 

weight cutoff 3500 was bought from Thermo Scientific (Rockford, IL). Dialysis tubing with 100-

500 Da molecular weight cut-off was obtained from Spectrum Labs Inc., (Rancho Dominguez, 

CA). The size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed using GE Healthcare Sephacryl 

S-300 (Uppsala, Sweden) as the stationary phase. Deionized (DI) water used was ultrapure (type 

I) water which was purified using a Millipore Direct-Q 3 water purification system acquired from 

EMD Millipore Corp. The purified water displayed a surface tension of 72.6 mN m−1, a resistivity 



of 18.2 MΩ cm and a pH value of 7.0 ± 0.3 at 20.0 ± 0.5 °C. All the chemicals were used as 

received. 

Instrumentation  

UV−vis spectra were obtained from an Agilent Cary 100 UV−vis spectrophotometer. 

Photoluminescence (PL) characterization were performed on a Fluorolog HORIBA Jobin Yvon 

fluorometer with a slit width of 5 nm for excitation and emission. All optical characterization 

spectra were obtained with quartz cells possessing a pathlength of 1 cm. Atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) images were obtained from an Agilent 5420 atomic force microscope with a silicon tip 

applied with a force of 3 N/m. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired 

using a JEOL 1200× TEM. The attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were 

obtained from a FTIR spectrometer (FT-Nicolet 5700, Thermoscientific) equipped with a 

Smartorbit (Thermoscientific) operating in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) in a range between 

500 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. The Zeta potential was recorded on a Malvern Zetasizer nano-series. 

X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were taken using a Perkin-Elmer PHI 560 system with 

a double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer operated using a Mg Kα anode with a hν = 1253.6 eV 

photon energy at 13 kV and 250 Watts.  CDs samples were mounted as a powder onto the sample 

holder using a conductive double-sided tape (Ted Pella, Inc.; Redding, CA, USA). 

Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw Inviah Spectrometer equipped with a green 

(514.5 nm), red (wavelength 785 nm), and blue (wavelength 457 nm) laser source and a 50x 

objective. Applied power using green laser source was in the range of 10 to 100 μW, with the red 

laser line from 50 to 500 μW and for the blue laser line from 100 μW to 1 mW. B-CDs were 

sampled in three different points while only one reliable signal was acquired for CNDs due to the 

strong fluorescence of the powder. Y-CDs were measured in three different points. 

ESR measurements have been performed using a Brucker EMXNano bench instrument. 

Feeding a variable microwave power (ranging from 1 μW to 100 mW) to the cavity filled with the 

samples and sweeping the applied magnetic field from 3360 G to 3560 G the ESR signal was 

recorded. A marker is inserted in the resonant cavity and measured at the same time as the samples 

in order to allow the precise evaluation of the g-value and of the relative spin density. The 

measured signal was also fitted using derivatives of lorentzian and gaussian function to have a 

better evaluation of the area of the ESR signal for each sample and more accurate value for their 

centers. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of each type of carbon dot was performed using a 

Netzsch TG 209 F3 Tarsus thermo-microbalance while heating under a nitrogen flow from 40 to 

1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. 

XRD patterns were collected with a Phillips X’pert Diffractometer that uses a copper 

source (0.154 nm wavelength). The lattice spacing d can be calculated from the Braggs 

condition: 2dsinθ= nλ, where 2θ is the peak position in the XRD pattern. Small angle x-ray 

scattering was performed with a GeniX 3D microfocus copper k-alpha source (0.154 nm 

wavelength) with 3 sets of 4-blade slits for scatterless collimation. Wide-angle (WAXS) detection 

was enabled through a Hybrid Pixel Array Pilatus detector by Dectris. Kapton tape was used to fix 

the sample in place and the resulting pattern of the CDs was compared to the background of the 

tape alone. 

Preparation of B-CDs 

The preparation and purification of each sample has been previously reported but will be 

restated in brief for clarity. 1 g of carbon nanopowder was mixed with 36 mL of concentrated 

H2SO4 and 12 mL of concentrated HNO3. This mixture was heated to 110 ⁰C under a condenser 

and stirred for 15 h. After the reaction mixture was cooled it was first neutralized with a saturated 

https://www.dectris.com/


NaOH solution in an ice bath and then vacuum filtered repeatedly to remove unreacted carbon 

powder and salts. The solution was then placed in an ice bath to crystalize salts (sodium sulfate or 

nitrate) from the saturated solution, seeding with Na2SO4 as needed, and vacuum filtering. This 

process was repeated until very little salt was formed upon cooling. The solution was transferred 

to a separatory funnel and washed 3 times with 15 mL of chloroform to remove organic impurities. 

The aqueous solution was then centrifuged for 30 min at 3000 rpm and the supernatant was 

transferred to a dialysis bag (MWCO 3500 Da) for 5 days, changing the DI water every 12 hours. 

After dialysis, the water was removed by a rotary evaporator to obtain solid B-CDs. 

Preparation of CNDs 

Citric acid (0.5 g) and urea (0.5 g) were mixed in 25 mL DI water and stirred vigorously 

overnight. The mixture was then placed into a microwave oven and heated at 700 W for 7 min. 

The resulting black solid was dispersed in 15 mL DI water and sonicated for 30 min at 42 kHz. 

This solution was centrifuged twice for 15 min at 1500 rpm. The supernatant was filtered with a 

0.2 μm cellulose syringe filter and then transferred to a dialysis bag (MWCO 100-500 Da) and 

dialyzed against DI water for 3 days changing the water every 24 h. The water was then removed 

with a rotary evaporator to obtain solid CNDs.   

Preparation of Y-CDs 

To prepare Y-CDs, 0.28 g of o-phenylenediamine (PDA) was mixed with 0.02 g of citric 

acid in 10 mL of deionized water and sonicated under argon gas for 1 h at 42 kHz. The solution 

color was orange after the reaction and the mixture was cooled in an ice bath to remove unreacted 

PDA. The CDs were then purified with SEC using Sephacryl S-300 as the stationary phase and DI 

water as the mobile phase. After SEC the water was removed through lyophilization to obtain solid 

Y-CDs. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Basic CDs characterization 

All CDs analyzed in this study have been previously reported.28, 30, 32 The more traditional 

characterization methods for CDs will be reexamined to highlight the similarities and differences 

between the different systems and to relate these previously reported properties with the main 

structural investigation. 

Optical properties 

We will begin this comparison with the UV-visible absorption properties of the three CDs 

(B-CDs, CNDs, and Y-CDs). There is some difference between the exact peak positions however 

all three CDs possess absorption peaks in the 200-300 nm region (Figure 1A, Table S1) This is 

unsurprising as many carbonic structures show absorbance in this region.8, 25 These peaks are 

commonly attributed to the π-π* transition of the C=C bond and sp2 networks as in graphene.25, 37 

The peaks between 300-400 nm are usually ascribed to the n-π* transition of the C=O or C=N 

bond although this is attributed to peaks below 300 nm in some cases.32 It is interesting to note 

that Y-CDs do not possess a discernible peak in this region indicating the first difference between 

the CDs. This difference continues with the presence of a peak above 400 nm for Y-CDs which is 

not present for B-CDs or CNDs. This is believed to be due to the -NO2 group formed from the 

oxidation of the -NH2 group during the preparation process.38, 39 These differences will need to be 

revisited when discussing the functional groups detected through FTIR and XPS. There is one 

more difference which can be observed from the comparison of absorbance spectra (Figure 1a). 

A low energy tailing is seen for the B-CDs and CNDs spectra, but much less so for Y-CDs. This 

data can provide information about t (he π bands in a nanostructure and the degree of order in a 



system.40, 41 To obtain this information the absorption coefficient (α) must first be measured at a 

range of energies. To do this, the extinction coefficient was calculated by taking the absorbance 

spectra of several concentrations of CDs (Figure S1) and plotting the absorbance vs. concentration 

in 10 nm increments across the tailing region of the UV-vis spectra. The slope of these plots was 

taken as k, and α was calculated according to Equation S1. The ln(α) was plotted vs. excitation 

energy and data sets was fit with parabolic functions (Figure 2). This relationship can be described 

by Equation S2 and depends on σ which is a gaussian parameter describing the width of the π 

band and can be correlated with the order/disorder of a system.42 This value can be extracted from 

the parabolic function according to Equation S3 and the values for each sample are reported in 

Table 1. A higher value for σ indicates a greater degree of disorder so B-CDs should have the 

most disordered structure. The plot for CNDs in Figure 2 clearly shows two regions of contribution 

and are fitted to separate functions. The region at higher energy displays more order, similar to Y-

CDs, compared to the lower energy contribution. The presence of two regions for CNDs indicates 

the existence of distinct molecular-like clusters with differing degrees of order. In terms of overall 

order, the trend is B-CDs, CNDs, Y-CDs in terms of increasing order. This will be discussed in 

further detail in correlation with ESR data in section 3.2. 
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Figure 1: UV-vis absorbance spectra (A) and PL spectra for B-CDs (B), CNDs (C), and Y-CDs 

(D). Optical pathlength was 1 cm for each measurement and the solvent was deionized water. 
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Figure 2: Plot of ln α vs. energy. The fitted curves are parabolic and the lowest R2 value is 0.993.  

 

Table 1: σ values extracted from the parabolic functions in Figure 2. 

Sample σ (eV) 

B-CDs 0.37 

CNDs high energy 0.21 

CNDs low energy 0.30 

Y-CDs 0.22 

 

The PL spectra of each CDs shown in Figure 1 shows quite disparate properties. Although 

the maximum excitation for each species are within 50 nm of each other, the maximum emission 

wavelength ranges from 450 nm (CNDs) to 565 nm (Y-CDs) with B-CDs possessing an emission 

maximum of 520 nm. This wide emission range displays the diversity which is found among CDs 

and indicates potentially a significantly different structural origin. This is highlighted further by 

the fact that B-CDs and CNDs possess excitation-dependent emission while Y-CDs do not. 

Excitation-dependent emission is perhaps the most interesting and debated property of CDs and 

the comparison of particles possessing this property with those that do not should help to shed light 

on the origin of this phenomenon. Since, B-CDs and CNDs possess excitation-dependent emission 

their Stokes shift depends on the excitation wavelength chosen, so for direct comparison, Stokes 

shift was calculated using the maximum excitation wavelength (Table S1). B-CDs and CNDs 

possess an approximate shift of 90 nm which is quite large compared to organic fluorophores, but 

Y-CDs’ Stokes shift is much higher at 165 nm.43 A large value for Stokes shift indicates significant 

non-radiative relaxation from higher energy levels prior to the release of a photon from an emissive 

energy level.43, 44  

Another feature which is more common for CDs than organic fluorophores is wide 

emission peaks.25, 45 The full width at half maximum (FWHM) for these CDs is no exception 

(Table S1). B-CDs and Y-CDs possess FWHMs of close to 100 nm while CNDs larger at 130 nm. 

The broader emission peaks could be related to a greater number of vibrational energy levels in 



the ground state than typically found for other fluorescent species. This increased FWHM for 

CNDs also contributes to the higher quantum yield (QY) found in this system (55%, Table S1). 

The QY was calculated for these species using the standard reference method with equation S4. 

The increased area under the PL curve for CNDs helps to dramatically raise the QY over B-CDs 

and Y-CDs (~1%), but this certainly does not account for the entirety of the difference. Nitrogen 

doping is thought to dramatically increase QY for CDs, although the mechanism behind that 

phenomenon is not always clear.46 

For deeper PL analysis, in Figure S2 we report Raman peaks as black squares which can 

be fitted using a straight line. As the Raman shift with respect to the excitation light energy is 

fixed, this linear behavior is expected. The energy independent peaks were due to transitions (n-

π*, π-π*) involving the electronic levels of the molecular fragments contained into carbon dots 

species. In Figure S2A, data related to B-CDs are reported. Considering the functionalities 

detected previously described, the spaced transitions are due to n-π* of the several oxygen residual 

groups ranging from high energy (C=O) to low energy (C-O-C, C-O-H). Highest energy transition 

was due to n-π* of C=O quite close to the energy of graphitic π-π* gap. Y-CDs showed a different 

pattern due to the more complex structure.  In this case, the π-π* transition due to aromatic moieties 

was appreciable (Figure S2B, blue lines, 3.43 eV) as the π-π* transition due to nitrogen included 

in aromatic rings (Figure S2B, red lines). Furthermore, plenty of n-π* transitions were appreciable 

(Figure S2B, pink and green line) and they were reasonably due to carboxylic systems (free 

functionalities and amides.) Interestingly, a transition at around 2.2 eV was observed. Considering 

the structure of Y-CDs, this transition was reasonably identified as n-π* transition of free amine 

residue of o-PDA (higher n energy). A more complex pattern was observed for CNDs reported in 

Figure S2C. In this case, n-π* were the dominant transitions and were reasonably due to the high 

nitrogen content related to amides and aromatic nitrogen. Due to the very complex structure of 

CNDs, the energy associated to n-π* of nitrogen related residue was affected by the small but 

significant differences of molecular environment causing the trend observed in the pink, green and 

blue lines of Figure S2C. 

The totality of CDs’ literature illustrates the quite disparate properties which can result 

from this material. The CDs produced in our lab are no different. The optical properties of B-CDs, 

Y-CDs, and CNDs show different properties and the differences appear to be random (e.g. 

excitation-dependence is found in B-CDs and CNDs, yet low QY is found in B-CDs and Y-CDs). 

This shows the implausibility of developing a single model for all CDs. These properties will need 

to be revisited to examine the feasibility of our proposed structures discussed later. 

Size and morphology 

While the optical properties discussed above display contrasting properties, the data 

obtained from atomic force (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are quite similar 

for each system (Table S1). B-CDs have a mean size of 3 nm and are slightly larger than Y-CDs 

(2 nm) and CNDs (2.4 nm). It is interesting to note that CNDs and Y-CDs are very close in size, 

but their optical properties share very little commonality, further indicating the need for multiple 

models. Based on the complementary data of AFM and TEM it appears the particles should be at 

least roughly spherical, which is obviously an important consideration concerning the structure of 

the CDs’ core. A pure carbon core for CDs would present two main possibilities: a collection of 

2D structures (e.g. graphitic) or a structure with 3D bonding (e.g. diamond-like). The presence of 

heteroatoms assuredly complicates this oversimplification, at least for Y-CDs and CNDs. While 

the values obtained from these techniques do not provide structural details, they provide important 

boundaries against which to fill the proposed structures of CDs.  



 Surface/core functionality  

 FTIR and XPS are commonly used as the main techniques to provide information on the 

groups present in CDs. The location of the groups in the particle is not ascertainable as both 

techniques can penetrate at least 10 nm into samples.47, 48 The availability on the surface may affect 

intensities, leading to a surface bias in determining the amount of each group or element in the 

particle from XPS. Due to the qualitative and more established nature of FTIR it will be discussed 

in this section, followed by XPS in the next section. 

CNDs and Y-CDs display very similar groups from FTIR (Figure 3, Table S1) with more 

difference being shown with B-CDs. All particles possess a peak indicative of the -OH or -NH 

group, although the breadth of the peak suggests -COOH for B-CDs and CNDs. For Y-CDs, their 

spectrum (Figure 3) shows the νNH of un-protonated species at 3186-3202 cm-1 while the 

protonated one has a broader peak at 3115 cm-1. The νCH of aromatic moieties are visible at 3013 

cm-1 while the νCH at 2875 and 2900 cm-1 could be ascribed to the saturated νCH of citric acid.  They 

also all possess -C=O bonds, which is supported by the previously discussed UV-vis spectra. B-

CDs and Y-CDs show shared peaks indicating -C=C and -C-O bonds, while in contrast, CNDs 

possess the -C=N bond and aromatic carbon. These two groups are expected to be present in a 

nitride possessing structure like CNDs. Amides were also detected with νC=O peak at 1654 cm-1 

and similarly aromatic rings were detected with νC=C at 1595 cm-1. Pyridine-like structures were 

responsible for νC-N at 1486 cm-1. For Y-CDs, peaks which can result from poly(phenylenediamine) 

are seen such as νC-N at 1422 cm-1 and δC-N at 1208 cm-1. According to Olgun et al., νC=C shifts at 

lower wavenumbers in poly(phenylenediamine) and it is detectable at 1550 cm-1 instead of 1600 

cm-1.49 The spectrum for B-CDs is much simpler in comparison to Y-CDs and CNDs. The FTIR 

spectrum of carbon nanopowder (Figure 3A) did not show any significant peak according to the 

low functionalization on pristine carbon surface. 



 
Figure 3: FTIR spectra for carbon nanopowder (A), B-CDs (B), CNDs (C), Y-CDs (D). 

The slight shifting of peaks between spectra and the realization that peaks with weak 

intensity can be obscured highlights the need for the more exact and quantitative technique of XPS. 

Before moving on, Zeta potential, another technique relating to surface characterization, of the 

CDs will be discussed. B-CDs and CNDs possess a Zeta potential value around -38 mV indicating 

a large electrostatic repulsion between particles leading to high aqueous stability (Table S1). 

Despite the similarities between surface groups for B-CDs and Y-CDs, the potentials are quite 

different with a value of -12.2 for Y-CDs. This shows a lower aqueous stability for Y-CDs which 

is supported by the solubility properties of Y-CDs previously reported.32 It also suggests that B-

CDs and CNDs should have much higher surface coverage of polar functional groups such as -

OH, -COOH, etc. To receive more information on the type and quantity of surface groups on the 

CDs, XPS was performed for all three systems. 
 

 3.2 Advanced CDs characterization 

Surface/core functionality 

 The values from XPS shows much greater similarity between B-CDs and CNDs than Y-

CDs (Table S2). B-CDs shows 54.6% carbon (both -COOH and C-C/C=C) and 43.8% oxygen (-

COOH and -C-O/-C=O).28 This data agrees with what is seen from FTIR and provides important 

quantitative data which will be discussed shortly. CNDs values are not too dissimilar, with 43.3% 

carbon and 48.6% oxygen detected, although unsurprisingly, significant amounts of nitrogen are 

detected (8.1%).30 This is a smaller value than we would expect for the C3N4 carbon nitride 

structure and this may be due to a high density of surface groups as indicated by a very high 

percentage of oxygen. Y-CDs, in contrast to B-CDs and CNDs, displays a very high carbon content 



(93.4%) with 5.2% oxygen, and 1.4% nitrogen. The low functionalization with oxygen is attributed 

to the gentle reaction conditions which are not capable of oxidizing the surface as seen for B-CDs 

and CNDs. This also correlates with the lower Zeta potential and the tendency to dissolve better 

than the other two CDs in organic solvents.32 The values obtained from XPS will be useful in 

calculations relating to the CDs’ composition described later in this article. 

  



 



Figure 4: Raman spectrum for carbon nanopowder (A), B-CDs (B), CNDs (C), Y-CDs (D).B-CDs 

(A), CNDs (B), Y-CDs (C), and carbon nanopowder (D). Plot with consistent axis labels and 

dimensions and label A,B,C,D in figure. Make the font and traces more bold. 

A typical raw Raman spectrum is reported in Figure S3. The rising slope on which the 

Raman signal is superimposed is due to PL and this background is subtracted in Figure 4, which 

shows the Raman signal recorded in 3 different points for B-CDs. Two of the signals are very 

similar and one is slightly different suggesting that the sample is reasonably uniform. The peaks 

observed are those typical of sp2 carbon. The decomposition of the signal in the region of the sp2 

carbon contribution (1000-2000 cm-1) shows that the material is reasonably ordered. This agrees 

with the limited amount of non-radiative recombination paths related to disorder that can hinder 

PL. 

 For CNDs several points of the sample were analyzed as well. In all but one of them the 

PL background was so strong that it was not possible to see the Raman contribution, which 

corresponds with the high QY discussed previously. In one point however the Raman contribution 

was evident. The PL subtracted spectrum for this point is reported in Figure 4B. In addition to the 

typical peaks of sp2 carbon an additional one can be observed close to 2200 cm-1 that can be 

assigned to CN bonding (triple bond). The sp2 carbon signal can be deconvoluted in the usual D 

and G contributions and it appears that D band is much larger than in the previous case indicating 

that in the sample point in which the PL background is lower the material is more disordered than 

in B-CDs and indicates the presence of polyaromatics. The spectra are plotted together in Figure 

S4 and this highlights the difference between these two samples. CNDs are more disordered 

(enlarged D and G peaks, limited depth of the valley between D and G peaks) while B-CDs’ 

spectrum indicates a higher degree of order in the structure. The disordered structure may lead to 

the lower PL background which enables the observation of the Raman spectra. The strong PL 

background observed in other points is consistent with an ordered structure, so the overall order 

of CNDs’ structure may be higher than B-CDs despite the Raman spectra. Both Raman Spectra 

are compatible with the thermal evolution of the Raman spectra of a carbonized polyaniline.50 

The Raman spectra recorded for Y-CDs displayed marked differences (Figure 4C). These 

were recorded in several points showing reasonable uniformity of the sample as the same set of 

peaks (albeit with different relative intensities) is found in all spectra. The peaks are quite narrow 

and overall, the spectra are quite different from those of the two previous samples. Most probably 

organic molecules (or more in general oxyhydrogenated carbon compounds) are present in 

addition to sp2 carbon, and the structures are smaller and more ordered than for the two other 

samples. The peak at 1366 cm-1 can be attributed to the carbon D-peak and that at 2725 to its 2D 

replica. The fact that the D-peak is very narrow points towards a rather ordered local structure, 

keeping in mind that the D-peak is not related to disorder but indirectly to the size of the sp2 

coordinated ring domains. The presence of the D peak suggests that a G-peak should also be 

present. The most probable candidate is the peak at 1518 cm-1, that will also give rise to D+G and 

2G peaks at 2870 cm-1 and 3052 cm-1, respectively. These Raman spectra for Y-CDs indicate a 

uniform material and the narrowness of the peak points towards an ordered structure. The set of 

peaks observed between 1000 and 1600 cm-1 is compatible with the Raman spectra of 

diphenylamine and phenazine.51, 52  

The carbon nanopowder (B-CDs’ precursor) were sampled in two different points using all 

three-laser lines. At a visual inspection with the optical microscope the material appears like a 

medium grained carbon powder. We measured a typical signal of carbon-based material using the 

green line with different degrees of fluorescence while on the red and blue line the fluorescence 



was the main characteristic with more or less evident traces of G-peak on the red and blue lines 

(Figure 4D, S5). This material shows an amorphous carbon-based material behavior with different 

degree of disorder from point to point, a slight variation of D peak width that appear to be right 

shouldered in one sample. 2D region is typical of an amorphous material with evident remnants of 

2D, D+G, 2G peaks. Using the red laser line, we observe the shift of the peak of fluorescence to 

lower Raman shift around the region 500 cm-1 to 1500 cm-1. Using the blue laser line, we observe 

a strong fluorescence signal with traces of the G peak around 1600 cm-1 (Figure S5). As before, 

the small signals observed do not allow a quantitative analysis of the peak. The Raman signal is 

similar to that of glassy carbon although the G-peak appears more intense than in glassy carbon 

spectra indicating this sample may possess a more graphitic nature.53 

ESR measurements were performed on each CDs sample and carbon nanopowder as well. 

From the linewidth of the signal and the intensity of the signal with respect to the square root of 

the microwave power it is possible to extract information about the values of the spin-lattice (T1) 

and spin-spin (T2) relaxation times. Such values are reported (together with the relative amount of 

spin density and the g-value using the standard deviation of sample measurements as uncertainty) 

in Table 2 and the ESR spectra in Figure S6. 

The g-values for B-CDs, Y-CDs, and CNDs are similar to each other and are typical of 

organic-like structures, which may be due to the surface functionalization. The value for carbon 

nanopowder indicates that it is most probably associated to electrons sitting in states belonging to 

sp2 coordinated carbon atoms. It also appears that they are delocalized over a few atoms. The 

difference between this value and the g-value for B-CDs most likely arises from the surface 

oxidation generated in B-CDs during their preparation. There is also a dramatic difference in signal 

intensity for carbon nanopowder. Even if we take into account that the amount of material used 

might be different by a factor 3 to 4 at most (it is difficult to estimate the actual amount of the 

analyzed powder for a number of reasons) it remains that this sample has a much larger number of 

ESR active states compare to the three others.  
 

Table 2: Summary of data derived from ESR measurements. 

Sample T1 (μs) T2 (ns) Ns (relative) g-value 

BCDs 2.1 23.5 21 2.0040 ± 0.0004 

CNDs 4.8 20 3 2.0044 ± 0.0005 

Y-CDs 260 21 1 2.0043 ± 0.0003 

C nanopowder 0.025 10 1056 2.0026 ± 0.0001 

 

Relaxation times T1 and T2 in Table 2 are calculated after fitting the plot of the square root 

of the applied microwave power on the X-axis, and on the Y-axis the area of the ESR signal for 

each sample. The results show that while T2 shows minor difference among the various samples, 

T1 (describing the spin-lattice interaction and usually shortened by the presence of distorted 

networks) varies by order of magnitudes, being large in Y-CDs, shorter for B-CDs and CNDs, and 

much shorter for carbon nanopowder. The presence of distortion also leads to a much higher 

correlation energy (i.e. the extra cost to fit a second electron in a singly occupied state). This means 

that a wider energy region of the density of states near Fermi level is singly occupied leading to a 

higher value of the spin density as well for carbon nanopowder. Raman analysis provided evidence 

that Y-CDs have the most ordered structure. This is supported also by the larger (by far) value of 

T1 (Table 2), that indicates that the local distortions are much lower. This also agrees with the 

correlation between α and energy seen in Figure 2. Y-CDs possesses the most order/least 



distortion with the reverse being true for B-CDs. For CNDs, the presence of two contributions 

complicates the analysis. Based on the σ values (Table 1) and T1 values (Table 2), the overall 

order of the system is between B-CDs and Y-CDs, however the high energy contribution to the 

absorbance coefficient plot (Figure 2, Table 1) shows order on the level of Y-CDs. The more 

organized cluster on CNDs is most likely enriched in carbon compared to the less organized 

structure enriched in oxygen and nitrogen. The structure with the higher level of carbon absorbs at 

higher energies and is more ordered, but the presence of oxygen and nitrogen shifts the optical 

transitions to slightly lower energies and introduces more distortions to the system. The presence 

of heteroatoms reduces the average coordination number of the system allowing for more 

distortions, thus reducing the order.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

To further analyze the structure of CDs, TGA was conducted on B-CDs, CNDs, and Y-

CDs to compare their thermal stabilities and discern their respective surface compositions. Figure 

5A shows five decomposition stages of B-CDs, namely 40-173, 173-448, 448-613, 613-763, and 

763-1000 °C. The initial slight mass loss of 11% before 173 °C is due to the evaporation of water 

molecules adsorbed by B-CDs or generated in dehydration reactions.54, 55 In comparison, when 

temperature is increased from 173 to 448 °C and from 448 to 613 °C, the mass loss of B-CDs 

achieves up to 48%, which may result from the decomposition of oxygen-containing functional 

groups such as carboxyl (-COOH) and carbonyl (C=O) groups on the surface of B-CDs while 

emitting CO2.
56, 57 Then, when temperature continues to increase from 613 to 763 °C, the mass 

loss is 25% with a sharp decomposition, which might be from the decomposition of oxidized sp2 

structures in the graphitic core of B-CDs.55, 58 The decomposition with a mass loss of 11% in the 

period of 763-1000 °C may be ascribed to presence of unoxidized sp2 structures in the core.59 In 

comparison, the TGA spectrum in Figure 5D reveals that carbon nanopowder, the sole precursor 

of B-CDs, begins to decompose at an early temperature of 400 °C due to their amorphous structure, 

and the mass loss increases rapidly above 600 °C.60 This thermogram bears resemblance to those 

seen for glassy carbon and carbon nanotubes and is consistent with an sp2 carbon structure.59, 61, 62 

The mass percentage lower than 0% in Figure 5D is caused by systematic instrumentation errors. 

A qualitative analysis of the hypothesized structures provides some information regarding the 

masses of each group in B-CDs. Table S3 shows the mean surface composition of B-CDs 

according to the mass loss over time. A comparison of these values and the ratios obtained from 

XPS shows an approximate similarity. 

The TGA measurement of CNDs in Figure 5B also exhibits five decomposition stages. 

For better demonstration of each decomposition stage and its corresponding structure, TGA was 

also separately performed on the precursors of CNDs, namely citric acid and urea. For the 

decomposition of CNDs, the first stage (40-168 °C) shows a slight mass loss (11%) caused by the 

evaporation of water molecules adsorbed on CNDs or formed in dehydration reactions.54, 55 

Considering that urea is one of the precursors of CNDs, the mass loss might be also ascribed to 

the formation of ammonia gas.63 Then the second stage (168-338 °C) and the third stage (338-448 

°C) each reveal a mass loss of 18%. With the TGA of B-CDs as a reference, the decomposition of 

CNDs in the temperature range of 168-448 °C is due to the presence of oxygen-containing 

functional groups such as C=O and -COOH.56, 57 In contrast, the fourth stage (448-618 °C) exhibits 

an appreciably larger mass loss of 40%. This could be due to a nitrogen doped carbon lattice which 

decomposes at lower temperatures than the pure sp2 carbon lattices of B-CDs due to the 

introduction of structural defects through heteroatom doping.64, 65 The last stage ranging between 

618 and 688 °C might be ascribed to the decomposition of the s-triazine moiety.66, 67 Table S4 

shows the approximate composition of CNDs according to the mass loss over time.  



The thermogram of Y-CDs displays four decomposition stages in Figure 5C. The first 

stage for the Y-CDs decomposition at 40-203 °C is due to the evaporation of water adsorbed on 

Y-CDs or generated through dehydration reactions.54, 55 This mass loss might be also ascribed to 

the formation of ammonia gas due the presence of -NH2 groups.63 The mass loss (27%) during the 

second and third stages from 203 to 433 °C is due to the decomposition of C=O and/or -COOH. 

The fourth stage from 433 to 658 °C corresponds to the decomposition of sp3 carbon or other 

organic-like structures in the cores of Y-CDs. Table S5 approximates the mean composition of Y-

CDs according to the mass loss with increasing temperature. 

The TGA graphs for the precursors of CNDs and Y-CDs are presented in Figure S7. The 

previously discussed thermograms of CNDs and Y-CDs display significant deviation from their 

precursors indicating the dramatic transformation which takes place in the CDs preparation 

process. Of these three CDs, Y-CDs present the least thermostable structure of the CDs studied, 

which corroborates the evidence from Raman spectroscopy and mere appearance that they are the 

least graphitized. For all three CDs samples tested more data is needed to identify or confirm their 

structure, particularly for the core. 
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Figure 5: Thermograms for B-CDs (A), CNDs (B), Y-CDs (C), and carbon nanopowder (D). 
 

Core structure 

Among the techniques used in this study, x-ray diffraction/scattering appears to be only 

one which provides information exclusively on the core of CDs. This is vital since it is often 

difficult to distinguish between the signals coming from core and surface with other techniques. 

First inspection of the XRD spectra for each CDs immediately shows that Y-CDs possesses a 

dramatically different core (Figure 6). Based on this intensity and sharpness of the peaks we can 

say that Y-CDs possess a much higher degree of crystallinity than the amorphous B-CDs, CNDs, 

or B-CDs’ precursor, carbon nanopowder. To begin the closer inspection of this data, we will focus 

on the carbon nanopowder since it is pure carbon and can inform the analysis of B-CDs. From this 

spectrum (Figure 6D), there are 3 peaks observed at 12, 25, and 43⁰ corresponding to d-spacings 

of 0.74, 0.36, and 0.23 nm, respectively. The latter two peaks exhibit a great deal of similarity with 

the XRD pattern for glassy carbon.53, 68 The peak at 25⁰ shows a slightly larger d-spacing than the 

002 plane in graphite which could indicate the presence of a nonideally arranged graphite-like 

structure.69 The peak at 43⁰ is also present in some graphite samples indicating a 100 plane.70 The 

third peak from the carbon nanopowder is at 12⁰. This shares similarity with peaks seen for 

fullerene and single-wall carbon nanotubes as it indicates the size of the fullerene cage (0.72 nm) 

or the diameter of the nanotube.71, 72 
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Figure 6: XRD patterns for B-CDs (A), CNDs (B), Y-CDs (C), and carbon nanopowder (D). 

 

The XRD pattern for B-CDs possesses the same broad shape indicative of an amorphous 

structure, but it also possesses more peaks. The peaks at 12 and 25⁰ are retained from the carbon 

nanopowder, but there is also a new peak at 32⁰ and the last peak has shifted to a slightly shorter 

angle than seen for the precursor at 40⁰. The changes from the carbon nanopowder are most likely 

due to the distortion of the lattices as they are broken off into the small, spherical B-CDs. The new 

peak at 32⁰ may be due to the distortion of the 002 and 100 graphitic-like planes seen in the 

precursor, or it could arise from the small, circular structure generated in the reaction as similar 

peaks have been observed in the XRD pattern of carbon nanotubes.72 The peaks at longer angles 

could also result from binding between lattices effectively reducing the d-spacing.73 This could be 

through carbonyl or , more likely, epoxide linkages between lattices. The peak at 12⁰ may include 

lattices with an oxidized face which increases the lattice spacing to account for the oxygen 

containing groups.73, 74 The array of peaks from the XRD pattern indicates that B-CDs are not 

simply a type of graphene quantum dots which typically possesses only the peak around 27⁰.75 

CNDs exhibit the simplest XRD pattern of the samples tested in this work (Figure 6B). 

The weak, broad peak once again indicates an amorphous structure as seen for B-CDs. In contrast, 

only one peak is observed at 25⁰ corresponding to a lattice spacing of 0.36 nm. Planar carbon 

nitride has been reported with a peak in the XRD pattern at 27⁰ showing a spacing of 0.34 nm.76 

The increase in spacing here is plausibly due to the small particle size seen in CNDs as compared 

to the larger, planar structure of typical carbon nitride. The composition of the lattices is certainly 

more complex than B-CDs’ lattices considering the bottom-up approach, but the spacing is more 

uniform indicating binding between the lattices. 

Y-CDs possesses the most complex XRD pattern (Figure 6C). The crystallinity of Y-CDs 

is immediately apparent from the sharp narrow peaks in comparison to the amorphous structures 

of the other 3 XRD patterns. The large number of peaks observed in this pattern, at least 45 with 

signal to noise greater than 3, indicates a polycrystalline sample. The most intense peak occurs at 

a 2θ value of 8.8⁰ corresponding to a d-spacing of 1.01 nm and the second most intense is different 

by a factor of 2 at 17.5⁰ corresponding to 0.51 nm. This indicates that the most important spacings 

are not randomly determined but may be due to a linker between the lattices. The presence of so 

many small peaks indicates that there is a lot of minor variation potentially resulting in similar but 

distinct structures.  



 Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) confirms the results seen in XRD (Figure S8). The 

carbon nanopowder and CNDs show no signal above background (data not shown) confirming 

their amorphous nature. For B-CDs there appears to be a small peak at 12⁰, but otherwise there is 

not a peak seen above the background, again indicating an amorphous structure. Y-CDs’ SAXS 

pattern shares many similarities with the XRD pattern. Not as many peaks are observed, most 

likely due to the strong background of the Kapton tape obscuring some of them. Peak positions 

are similar with minor differences attributable to instrument variation. Overall, SAXS confirms 

what is seen from XRD. 

 

4. Pathway of formation 

Before discussing the structural model for each CDs, it is important to examine their 

probable mechanism of formation. These reaction pathways are summarized in Figure 7. B-CDs 

represent a top-down approach, so the bulk structure of the precursor is not changed much, but 

small particles from the edges of the nanopowder are broken off in the oxidation process which 

creates the small particles and produces a highly oxidized surface of epoxides, carboxylic acids, 

and alcohols (Figure 7A). Specific structural details will be discussed in the next section. 

CNDs showed the most complex reaction pathway (Figure 7C). In the first synthetic stage, 

urea reacted with citric acid producing the amide derivative (5). This can further evolve under 

microwave irradiation with the formation of dimers connected head-to-tail (12), head-to-center (6) 

and center-to-center (19). Both (12) and (6) could easily evolved to complex cyclic structures 

through intramolecular cyclization process. Similarly, (19) could lead to the formation of (22) but 

this pathway was far less relevant due to the high steric hindrance barrier in the formation of (19). 

All the intermediates of the tree pathways could further react with each other forming very 

complex structure characterized by amine, amide and carboxylic functionalities together with 

aromatic moieties. After evaporation of water in the microwave reaction, these structures which 

formed in the process of overnight stirring and in the first minutes of the microwave reaction 

undergo carbonization to form small 2D structures of varying composition and aromaticity (in 

contrast to the sp2 carbon lattices of B-CDs).  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 7: Main chemical pathways involved in the assembling of B-CDs (A), Y-CDs (B), CNDs 

(C). 

For Y-CDs, there is not enough energy to induce carbonization (supported by the non-

carbonized physical appearance) so the core formation is an important consideration. These 

reactions are summarized in Figure 7B. Citric acid can react with o-PDA to initially form amide 

derivatives followed by the formation of polymeric structures (1). Additionally, amine groups of 

o-PDA can react with two citric acid carboxylic functionalities with the formation of cyclic 

unsaturated amine (2,3) functionalized on nitrogen atom with a o-PDA residue and a carboxylic 

functionality. This can react with citric acid introducing a new complex sub-structure (4). Also, 

the oligomerization of the o-PDA may proceed in a linear or branched fashion (Figure S9). 



Considering the lack of a strong oxidant/energy source for this reaction, we expect that these 

oligomers would be more branched in nature. These three reactions occur to form polymers which 

possess more rigid sections (linear o-PDA oligomerization, citric acid heterocycle formation) and 

more flexible regions (branched o-PDA oligomerization, citric acid/o-PDA bound through peptide 

bond) which can arrange in three dimensions through a complex network of bonds and interactions 

ranging from amides, hydrogen bonds, and π-π stacking interaction to form Y-CDs as discussed 

in section 5. The great variety of species hypothesized found a partial confirmation considering 

the FTIR spectra that support for example the presence of nitrogen atoms inserted into aromatic 

rings of CNDs (Figure 7C, 11, 18, 22), free amine due to PDA amine unreacted groups in Y-CD 

(Figure 7B) and oxygenated carbon in B-CDs (Figure 7A). 

 

5. Proposed model 

We will begin by examining B-CDs. In addition to the previously discussed data, we have 

also previously reported that B-CDs possess 5.80x10-3 mol -COOH /g as measured through 

titration.77 Beginning from this point we can perform a simple calculation on this system 

summarized in Figure S10. Using Avogadro’s number, a value of 3.49x1021 -COOH groups/g can 

be calculated. To convert to moles, we need a mass for B-CDs which can be obtained by 

subtraction of the mass of transferrin (80,000 Da) and B-CDs conjugated to transferrin obtained 

from a MALDI mass spectrometer. These values have been averaged to provide a value of 3,650 

g/mol.29, 77-79 Using this mass value, a value of 1.27x1025 -COOH groups/mol is calculated. Again, 

using Avogadro’s number, we can convert this value in moles to particles and we obtain a value 

of 21.1 -COOH groups/particle. Here we need to introduce values from XPS, and we assume that 

this technique is able to see the entirety of the particle and the data is representative of the 

composition of the ensemble of particles. Using XPS values it is calculated that there is 70.9 -C-

O/-C=O groups/particle and, by extension, 113.4 oxygen atoms/particle. This value can be related 

to the amount of carbon to give 141.4 carbon atoms/particle. Using the respective atomic masses, 

a particular mass of 3511 g/mol can be calculated. This is 139 g/mol or 3.8% off of our measured 

mass of 3650 g/mol. This deviation can be attributed to representing a range of particles with 

average values or to the likelihood that we are seeing a bias to the surface from XPS data.   



 
Figure 8: Structural model of B-CDs. 

With this calculation in hand, all our data must be reviewed to create a model. To 

summarize, we expect B-CDs possesses a core of mostly sp2 carbon, surface groups of -COOH, -

OH, and C=O, lattice d-spacings of 0.74, 0.36, 0.29, and 0.25 nm, a disordered, non-crystalline 

structure, and a molecular weight just above 3500 Da. These elements are all combined in the 

model displayed in Figure 8. The key to this model comes from understanding the oxidation of 

graphite.73, 74 The lattice spacing giving rise to 0.36 nm is dominant in the XRD pattern of carbon 

nanopowder, but the other peaks develop or are more pronounced after oxidation. Li et al. showed 

the potential of oxidants, H2SO4 particularly, to intercalate between the carbon lattices and oxidize 

the interior of a carbon structure.73 By introducing the resulting functional groups, the d-spacing 

of the lattices is dramatically increased, giving rise to the 0.74 nm d-spacing seen for B-CDs. The 

oxidation of the edge of these lattices creates highly reactive radicals which can form C-O-C bonds 

between lattices.74 This more tightly bound system would be responsible for the lower d-spacings 

of 0.25 and 0.29 nm, depending on the degree of binding.  The presence of epoxide groups may 

help to explain the unusual bone targeting properties of B-CDs as the epoxide is well known for 

binding to collagen.23, 80-82 This model is compatible with the TGA data for B-CDs, as it shows 

decompositions at lower temperature arising from the oxidized surface, intermediate temperature 

coming from the lattices with interior oxidation, and finally at high temperatures from the segments 

of the core which are pure carbon. The model is about 2 nm in diameter and also displays all 

appropriate surface functionalization which we would expect based on FTIR, XPS, and Zeta 

potential. It should be noted that there are far more oxygen atoms on the surface of the particle, 

but just representative groups have been shown in Figure 8 for clarity. 



  
Figure 9: Structural model of CNDs. 

For CNDs the picture is slightly more complex and further complicated since it is not 

possible to obtain all data for CNDs that was used for B-CDs. For example, the measurement of -

COOH groups was not possible by titration due to the more complex and varied surface groups. 

The data used for this model can be summarized as follows: the core should be a combination of 

carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen; various surface groups are present as indicated by FTIR/XPS, a 

lattice spacing of 0.36 nm is indicated, and the structure should possess more order than B-CDs. 

Additionally, it is believed that there is an s-triazine component of the structure based on FTIR 

and 13C NMR.30 Based on this, the model in Figure 9 was developed. In terms of lattice types 

there should be 2 main types: nitrogen-doped sp2 carbon lattices (from citric acid and urea) and 

low molecular weight s-triazine structures (from urea lone). The former is formed by 

polymerization among the precursors followed by carbonization in the microwave. The lack of 

interior oxidation and lattice linkages provides the single lattice spacing observed which is 

somewhat similar to graphitic carbon nitride. This single spacing provides the more ordered 

structure expected and which is disrupted in the area with a detectable Raman signal by the 

presence of the C-N triple bond. Like the B-CDs model, this structure is also around 2 nm in 

diameter. 

For Y-CDs much of the data suggests a different type of structure than B-CDs or CNDs. 

The structural characterization points toward a unique model, which is expected considering the 

optical properties are mostly distinct from B-CDs and CNDs as well. For Y-CDs, we expect a core 

with a crystalline and highly ordered structure and the model should accommodate multiple lattice 

spacings. Y-CDs also possess lower thermostability and the groups indicated by FTIR/XPS. 

Additionally, the oligomerization of o-PDA must be considered. Previous work has been done to 

prepare microparticles from the oxidation of o-PDA and the polymerization in these cases is 

believed to be mostly linear (Figure S9).83, 84 The driving force in these reactions included strong 

oxidants and harsh reactions conditions leading to the thermodynamically stable linear structure. 

For the reaction for Y-CDs, only a mild oxidant is present, and the method is simply ultrasonication 

so these conditions should lead to the more kinetically controlled branched structure in Figure S9.  



 
Figure 10: Structural model of Y-CDs. 

Considering these elements, the model in Figure 10 was developed. It is believed that the 

branched polymer can fold on itself depending on the rigidity of different sections of the polymer. 

The C-N single bond between benzyl units and the aliphatic structure of citric acid allows the 

rotation of the polymer to form these small 3D structures. The main spacings indicated by XRD 

are accounted for by different spacing units of the polymer (Figure S11). Minor variations on 

these linkages between the layers leads to the large amount of XRD peaks. Polymers typically do 

not have crystal structures, but examples where they do have been reported before.85-89 This 

structure not only accounts for the crystallinity and order of the Y-CDs, but also the lower 

thermostability as this more organic structure would be less stable than the lattice structure for B-

CDs and CNDs. Additionally, the hydrophobic core accounts for the amphiphilicity of Y-CDs and 

explains the dramatic changes in the optical properties in solvents of varying polarity.32  

 

6. Conclusion 

The vigorous structural characterization of CDs necessary to develop the structural models 

essential for the future of this material is currently lacking in research literature. This work 

endeavors to begin filling this gap. The optical and structural properties of 3 CDs has been 

rigorously performed and analyzed. While the optical properties of these CDs have been 

previously reported, herein contains a comparative analysis. The absorption data obtained was 

used to measure the order of each CDs system and the degree of order obtained (Y-CDs > CNDs 

> B-CDs) agrees with further structural characterization. The use of Raman and ESR 

spectroscopies and XRD showed the presence of a disordered, amorphous structure for B-CDs and 

CNDs and an ordered, crystalline structure for Y-CDs. The combination of this data with XPS, 

FTIR, TGA, mass, titration, and AFM/TEM allowed a well-defined, feasible structural model to 

be developed (Figures 8,9,10). As has been previously mentioned, there is undoubtedly a 

distribution of structures in each sample, however each model stands as a representative structure. 



Future work would concern the computational modeling of the structures to examine their 

likelihood to produce the observed optical properties. This would not only help to validate the 

hypothesized structures but provide future opportunities to rationally design and improve CDs’ 

properties. 
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